We analyze the anti-de Sitter (AdS) superparticle and superstring systems described in terms of supermatrix valued coordinates proposed by Roiban and Siegel. This approach gives simple symmetry transformations and equations of motion. We examine their κ-transformations, infinite reducibility and κ-gauge fixing conditions. A closed first class constraint set for the AdS superparticle is GL(4|4) covariant and keeping superconformal symmetry manifestly. For the AdS superstring σ-dependence breaks the GL(4|4) covariance, where supercovariant derivatives and currents satisfy the inhomogeneous GL(4|4). A closed first class constraint set for the AdS superstring turns out to be the same as the one for a superstring in flat space, namely ABCD constraints.
Introduction
The AdS/CFT correspondence conjectured by [1] requires appropriate descriptions of the superstring theories in anti-de Sitter (AdS) spaces corresponding to the conformal field theories (CFT). Since AdS spaces contain the Ramond-Ramond flux, the manifest space-time supersymmetric Green-Schwarz formalism is more suitable than the NeveuSchwarz-Ramond formalism. The superstring theory in the AdS 5 ×S 5 background, known to be dual of the four dimensional CFT, is investigated at the classical level [2, 3, 5] and at the semi-classical level [4] in the Green-Schwarz formalism. The global symmetry of the AdS 5 ×S 5 space is SU(2, 2|4). The AdS superstring action is constructed based on a coset SU(2, 2|4)/(SO(4, 1) × SO(5)) [2] . Recently an alternative approach has been proposed by Roiban and Siegel [6] based on a coset GL(4|4)/(Sp(4) × GL (1)) 2 , which is obtained by Wick rotations and introducing scaling degrees of freedom into SU(2, 2|4)/(SO(4, 1) × SO (5)). In this alternative approach the coordinate is supermatrix valued. The Lobachevski metric follows from this matrix parametrization rather than the conventional exponential parametrization. In this paper we follow this approach to examine the classical mechanics of the AdS superparticle and superstring.
When an element of the coset is given as Z A M ∈ GL(4|4)/(Sp(4) × GL (1)) 2 , the right invariant and left invariant one-forms are constructed as (dZZ The D's correspond to τ development, so the supercovariant derivative governs the AdS superparticle. The covariant derivatives commute/anticommute with the global charges, [G M N , D AB ] = 0. The fermionic components of supercovariant derivatives are nothing but the fermionic constraints whose first class part generate κ-symmetries. For a flat superparticle supercovariant derivatives are p µ and d α , and the closed first class constraint set is given by bi-linear forms of covariant derivatives, p µ p µ = 0 and p µ γ µ d = 0 [7, 8, 9 ]. For a conformal particle covariant derivatives are conformal group elements, and the closed first class constraint set is obtained by squaring the covariant derivatives [10, 11] . The AdS superparticle is also the case where a sufficient first class constraint set is expressed as
They satisfy the following algebra
and are reducible,
The first class constraints (1.3) includes the massless equation and κ-generators representing local symmetries for the AdS superparticle. Gauge fixing follows to the form of the first class constraints.
For an AdS superstring the σ dependence requires σ direction current J AB and the system is described in terms of D and J satisfying
A superstring in flat space is described by left/right (∂ τ ± ∂ σ ) chiral representations, but this is not the case. The naive left/right combination D ± J does not show separation into two sets, but
The naive replacement D → D ± J in (1.3)-(1.5) does not work as the stringy extension of the local symmetry constraint set. To find the local symmetry constraint set is not trivial as in the AdS superparticle case, and one needs to start with the κ-invariant action for the AdS superstring.
It is interesting that the algebra (1.6) is recognized as an inhomogeneous GL(4|4) and it is obtained from the following algebra
by the Inönü-Wigner contraction [12] with J → RJ and R → ∞ limit. In contrast to (1.7) the left/right chiral separation is possible for R = 1,
The AdS superstring case (1.7) is given for a case with R → ∞. In this case rescaling ambiguity of J is remained. We will construct the left/right chiral algebra up to constraints in the section 4 where chiral combinations are D bose ± J bose and D fermi ± (1/2)J fermi .
A local symmetry constraint set for the AdS superstring is constructed and compared with the one for a superstring in a flat space, namely ABCD constraints [7, 8, 9] . A flat superstring system can be described in two approaches. One is the usual canonical approach that includes both first class and second class constraints, and products of two constraints can be set to be zero consistently [13] . Another one is the first class approach that includes only first class constraints and square of the supercovariant derivatives are taken as first class constraints [7] . It is shown that these approaches, [13] and [7] , give the same physical states by analyzing in the light-cone gauge [14] . An advantage of this first class approach is to avoid complicated second class constraints. Disadvantage is that the first class constraints are infinitely reducible, so practical covariant quantum computation is difficult [15] . In this paper we will focus on the classical mechanics for AdS objects to clarify common features and different features from the ones in the flat background.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we perform the canonical analysis of the AdS superparticle system. The κ symmetry constraints and its reducibility are clarified. The equation of motion is also given, and it has simple free form. In section 3, we confirm the necessary conditions of the closed first class constraint set by direct computation from an action. The (D B A = 0, is equal to the system with the first and second class constraints. In section 4, the AdS superstring system is examined in analogous to the AdS superparticle case. The κ-gauge fixing and equations of motions are examined, and we show that the complex gauge proposed in [6] can not be applied. The closed first class constraint set is shown to correspond to the one in a flat background, namely ABCD constraints.
Classical AdS superparticle mechanics
A supersymmetric object propagating in AdS 5 ×S 5 space is described using by the following coset superspace and the coset elements are parameterized including quotient parameters as [6] GL(4|4)
where M and A are transformed by global GL(4|4) and local (Sp(4) × GL(1)) 2 corresponding to the global coordinate transformations and the local Lorentz and the dilatation respectively. Throughout this paper we put full components of parameters 8 2 = 64 as Z A M , then gauge degrees of freedom are eliminated by constraints. The left invariant current is
A GL(4) matrix M ab is decomposed into a trace part, symmetric part and tracelessantisymmetric part
where Ω is antisymmetric SP (4) metric raising and lowering indices in the NW rule. The coset parts of the left invariant currents are J ab , J āb , J ab and J ab , and local Lorentz Sp(4), dilatation GL(1) connections are J (ab) , trJ respectively.
The action for a superparticle is given in terms of the 1-form currents J AB = dσ µ J µ AB ; 5) and the Hamiltonian is given by
Corresponding to (2.5) we choose the canonical poisson bracket as
in order to preserve supertrace
The AdS superparticle action (2.4) is rewritten as
Canonical conjugates are
The supercovariant derivatives are
Its subgroups GL(1), Sp(4), GL(1), Sp(4) are local gauge symmetries, and their generators are set to be constraints in our approach
The last two fermionic equations of (2.10) are primary constraints,
satisfying following poisson brackets
The Hamiltonian (2.6) is obtained as
where A P = 0 is a secondary constraint forΠ e = 0 and multipliers determined from consistency as λ =λ = 0 . Because of the bosonic constraint (2.17) the rank of the right hand side of (2.15) is half the number of its maximal rank, and whose zero modes are given as
where equality holds up to gauge constraints (2.13). Half of the fermionic constraints are first class and another half are second class constraints as in a flat superparticle. The fermionic constraints D andD in (2.14) are projected into first class constraints using D and D as
(2.19)
They generate following κ-transformations
Both parameters κ andκ have following zero modes, and this reducibility continues infinitely
where A P = 0 is used. This fact leads to that only each half components of Θ andΘ can be fixed by using κ-symmetries. Therefore the complex gauge proposed in the literature [6] can not be imposed for the AdS superparticle.
Classical equations of motion are given by this Hamiltonian with for example e = 1
where the fermionic constraints (2.14) is used. The second derivative of Z leads tö
and it suggests that Γ P is interpreted as the induced connection onto the world line. D and D , are conserved "momenta" of this system. They satisfy
which is the AdS momentum algebra, and the similar form for bared (S 5 ) sector. (2.22) represents a free particle.
Solutions of (2.22) are
The world line element is calculated as
where the constraints (2.17) is used. Therefore the free superparticle moves along the null geodesic of the AdS(S) space.
Local symmetries of the AdS superparticle
Local symmetries are expressed by a closed first class constraint set. In the previous section we perform a canonical analysis of a superparticle where products of constraints including second class are set to be zero consistently. In this section we examine an alternative approach that contains only first class constraints without second class constraints. We obtain a closed first class constraint set and then examine the physical states in a "light-cone-like" gauge comparing with the one described by the previous approach.
Although we know that (1.3) is a sufficient closed first class constraint set, we calculate it directly from A P in (2.17) and D,D in (2.14), then obtain a necessary first class constraint set as
The reparametrization constraint is A P which is the Hamiltonian (2.6) to preserve all symmetry constraints up to bi-linears of constraints. The κ-symmetry constraints are B P andB P , and others are required for closure. The first class constraint set (3.1) can be written as constraints means massless constraints in both AdS 5 space and S 5 space, which is too strong for single particle.
The constraints are reduced in a light-cone-like gauge as follows. Using with following projection operators of AdS spinors
supercovariant derivatives are decomposed into
Assuming P + D + P − = 0, B P = 0 =B P are solved for D − andD + . This allows the following light-cone-like gauge
where XP ± X −1 matrix can be used as the projection for Θā m because of invertibility of X a m . The p + is assumed not to be zero.These gauge fixing conditions (3.5) make B P+ andB P− to be second class and they are solved as
whereζ − and ζ + are conjugates ofΘ − and Θ + defined through P −ζ and ζXP + X −1
respectively. A P = 0 can be written as
Remaining components of constraints B P− ,B P+ , c P andc P are first class constraints written by D + ,D − , p + , D ⊥ and D
It is noted that B P andB P are fixed up to a square of fermionic constraints which can be set to zero in the second class approach, so B P− andB P+ do not produce further constraints. But this is not the case in the first class approach. We take a sufficient closed constraint set to examine the restricted states, 
where
with the ground state defined byd | φ = 0. The conditions (3.12) is realized on the states | d as 
Classical AdS superstring mechanics
We begin with the action for a superstring given by [6] 
with k = ±1. Canonical conjugates P M A are defined in (2.5), and we also introduce useful variables
The last two fermionic equations are primary constraints corresponding to the one for the AdS superparticle (2.14),
The Hamiltonian is given by
with multipliers λ's determined consistently
where we denote J 1 as J from now on.
The poisson brackets of the fermionic constraints (4.3) are given schematically as
. The right hand side of (4.8) has half zero modes described symbolically as
by using the τ and σ reparametrization constraints (4.5) and (4.6). As expected the half of the fermionic constraints are first class and another half are second class constraints. The projection matrix into first class is now the one in (4.9), so first class constraints are given by
Both κ andκ parameters have following zeromodes, and this reducibility continues infinitely
where A ⊥ = 0 and A = 0 are used. Again it leads to that only each half components of Θ andΘ can be fixed by using this κ-symmetries.
Now we calculate equations of motion using with the Hamiltonian (4.4) for an AdS superstring in the conformal gauge g 00 + g 11 = 0 = g 01 ,
The momenta satisfies
which is the stringy extension of momentum conservation of the superparticle,˙ D = 0. The field equation is given by
in a trivial Sp(4) × GL(1) gauge.Γ ± are now induced connection of AdS background on the right/left sectors of the worldvolume.
We have shown that the AdS superstring has the τ, σ reparametrization invariance and the fermionic constraints that are mixture of first class and second class as same as the flat superstring. The field equation for the AdS superstring is given by (4.15) which includes the contribution of the AdS background through the induced connectionsΓ's.
It is expected that the solutions are written as sum of right and left moving modes. Indeed the matrix in the right hand side of (4.8) can be diagonalized, where eigenvalues areD
and eigenstates areDb
The coset part of supercovariant derivative can be separated into right/left moving sectors up to constraints
and similar algebras for the bared (S 5 ) sector. This right/left separation corresponds to the choice J bose → RJ bose and J fermi → (R/2)J fermi in the IW contraction (1.9). Despite of the general feature of the algebra (1.7), this almost chiral representation is possible because of local constraints such as bosonic Sp (4) 
a .
Then next we calculate closed first class constraint set to obtain its local symmetries analogous to the AdS superparticle case. The first class constraint set, which can be separated into the left/right chiral sectors up to the constraints, is given by
where indices ·,· are used as contracted indices. The number of A, B, C, D andD are 1, 16, 16 × 15/2 = 120, 5 and 5 which coincides with the flat superstring case [7] . They satisfy the following algebras up to (2.13) :
It is noted that the covariant derivatives ∇ σ are not usual covariant derivatives on constraints, but ∇ σ acts on parameters as usual Sp(4) covariant derivatives if one multiply parameters to these algebra. Since commutators among C's and D's always contain twô D's, they make closed algebras.
The AdS superstring algebra does not have the form of the AdS superparticle algebra
C term which no more has the form of (3.2). The number of C constraints is 120 = 10 3 which is the number of degrees of freedom of three forms in 10-dimensions. The total number of this constraints set is 1 + 16 + 120 + 10 = 147 which is not 8 2 − 1 = 63 of the AdS superparticle case but is same as the flat superstring case [7, 9] . Interesting result is that this first class constraint set A = B = C = D = 0 satisfy the same algebra of the one for the flat case [7, 9] . This first class constraint set represents the same as the system with the second class constraints F =F = 0 in (4.3).
5
Conclusions and discussions
In this paper we have examined the manifest superconformal construction of the AdS superparticle and superstring described by the supermatrix valued coordinates. By introducing supercovariant derivatives whole symmetries of the AdS superparticle are simply described by D 2 = 0, adding to (Sp(4)×GL(1)) 2 constraints (D) = trD = 0. κ-symmetry and its infinitely reducibility for both the AdS superparticle/string are shown as that half of each Θ andΘ can be gauged away. So the complex gauge proposed in [6] can not be applied. Equation of motion of the AdS superparticle is obtained as free null AdS geodesics.
The equation of motion for the AdS superstring is obtained as two-dimensional wave equation with induced AdS connection. The left/right chiral separation from this two dimensional equation is not obvious, but we obtained left/right chiral supercovariant derivative algebra from the action. Chiral separation of the supercovariant derivatives and spacetime local symmetry algebra are possible up to constraints. The origin of this weakly chiral separation can be explained as that the AdS superstring is described by supercovariant derivatives and currents which satisfy inhomogeneous GL(4|4) rather than just GL(4|4). In other words stringy extension is not incorporated with the superconformal symmetry GL(4|4). Local symmetry constraint set for the AdS superstring obtained by direct computation from the action is turned out to be the same with the one for the flat case, ABCD constraints. Quantization of these systems are possible in the first class constraints approach for the AdS superparticle and the "light-cone-like" gauge for both the AdS superparticle and string as we have shown. This model is easy to handle as the AdS superstring system, and will be useful toward the AdS superstring correction to the classical AdS supergravity theory.
